Hydrogen bonds and proton transfer in general-catalytic transition-state stabilization in enzyme catalysis.
The question of the nature of the proton bridge involved in general acid-base catalysis in both enzymic and non-enzymic systems is considered in the light of long-known but insufficiently appreciated work of Jencks and his coworkers and of more recent results from neutron-diffraction crystallography and NMR spectroscopic studies, as well as results from isotope-effect investigations. These lines of inquiry lead toward the view that the bridging proton, when between electronegative atoms, is in a stable potential at the transition state, not participating strongly in the reaction-coordinate motion. Furthermore they suggest that bond order is well-conserved at unity for bridging protons, and give rough estimates of the degree to which the proton will respond to structural changes in its bonding partners. Thus if a center involved in general-catalytic bridging becomes more basic, the proton is expected to move toward it while maintaining a unit total bond order. For a unit increase in the pK of a bridging partner, the other partner is expected to acquire about 0.06 units of negative charge. The implications are considered for charge distribution in enzymic transition states as the basicity of catalytic residues changes in the course of molecular evolution or during progress along a catalytic pathway.